Perfumery Books Recommended. Please note that this list is for student reference only. We do not currently sell these books.

Tony Curtis brings his experience as an MBA and perfumery business course leader to the content and David Williams over 24 years of teaching perfumery courses to the book. Not as deep as the previous favorite - The Essential Oils - Guenther (1948) but the easy read compact monograph was ahead of its time and specifically geared with its descriptions and usage suggestions for the perfumer and flavourist. And yes, 40 years on it is still a must on the perfumers shelf. See more ideas about Perfume, Books, Perfumery. Buy The Art of Perfumery, and Methods of Obtaining the Odors of Plants With Instructions for the Manufacture of Perfumes for the Handkerchief, Scented Powders, Preparing Artificial Fruit-Essences, Etc.: Read Books Reviews - Amazon.com. Working the Bench II: A Practical Guide for the Apprentice Natural Perfumer (Volume 2).